Currency Exchange
Service
in Pekao24 and PeoPay
Operating Instructions

www.pekao.com.pl
801 365 365 (operator charges apply)

Basic information on the service
•T
 he

Currency Exchange Service in Pekao24 is available to selected customers

who have accounts in at least two currencies in Bank Pekao.

•T
 ransfers

made under the Currency Exchange Service can be effected only between

accounts maintained in the Bank on behalf of the same customer.

•E
 ach

Bank’s offer of preferred currency exchange rate for the internal transfer

indicated by the customer is valid for 30 seconds from the moment it was retrieved
by the customer under the Currency Exchange Service.

•T
 ransaction

Approval means its immediate execution without a possibility to cancel it

or modify.
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Logging in to Currency Exchange Service
In order to log in the service:
1. Click the link WYMIANA WALUT (currency exchange) in USŁUGI (services) fold

2. Read the service rules

3. Confirm getting acquainted with the rules and log in the service by clicking DALEJ (Next)
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Retrieving the rate for the given transaction
STEP 1
In order to exchange currency (STEP 1):
1. Select accounts between which the transfer will be posted.

2. Specify the buy/sell amount.

3. Enter the transaction TITLE*.

4. Get acquainted with the Bank’s proposal by clicking POBIERZ KURS (retrieve the rate).

* Field filled out automatically with a possibility to be edited.
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Retrieving the rate for the given transaction
STEP 2
In order to exchange currency (STEP 2):
1. Get acquainted with the FX rate for the indicated transaction.
The offer is valid for
30 seconds from the
moment of retrieving
the rate. The information
of the lapse of time
is presented on the
screen.

2. After a few seconds at the bottom of the screen button REFRESH THE SCREEN will appear.
You can use it when the time remaining for transaction approval is too short.

3. If you accept the rate, press button DALEJ (NEXT).
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Retrieving the rate for the given transaction
STEP 3
In order to exchange the currency (STEP 3):
1. Verify your transaction data again.
Remember transaction should
be approved before the time
when the rate is valid runs out.
The information of the lapse of
time is presented on the screen.

2. If all data is correct, click button ZATWIERDŹ (APPROVE).

3. After you approve the transaction, a message confirming the order execution will appear.
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Access to the history of conversions
In order to view the transaction history:
1. Enter HISTORIA PRZEWALUTOWAŃ (HISTORY OF CONVERSIONS)

2. Specify DATES for the searched for transactions

3. Specify transaction CURRENCY which you search for

4. SEARCH FOR transaction.
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Currency conversion in PeoPay application
In order to use the service in PeoPay application:
1. Log in the PeoPay application.

2. Select the red option “Przelewy” (transfers).
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3. Select option Currency Exchange.

4. Read the service Rules and confirm to have got acquainted with it by clicking button
DALEJ (NEXT).
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Retrieving rate for the given transaction
In order to exchange the currency:
5. Select accounts between which the transfer is to be made.

6. Specify the currency buy/sell amount.
7. Get acquainted with the Bank’s proposal by clicking the CALCULATE RATE button.
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The offer will be valid for 30 seconds from the moment of retrieving the rate.
The information of the lapse of time is presented on the screen:

8. At the bottom of the screen button MODIFY will
appear. You can use it when e.g. the time remaining
for transaction approval is too short.

9. If you accept the rate, click the APPROVE TRANSFER
button.
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10. After you approve the transaction, a message confirming the order execution will
appear.
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